
 

Golf Week 5: 15 hole crazy golf marathon!!  

Lesson Aims:  
● I can make a 15 hole crazy golf course. 
● The ability to give instructions to each other  
● Thinking how we can get the ball around the obstacles  

Equipment: 
● 10 size 5 balls  
● Rope  
● Cones  
● Golf clubs  
● Rubber balls  
● Paper and pencil  

Warm up: 10 minutes  
 
Banana tag: Tagger to go around trying to catch people. Once caught you stand like a 
banana. If you see a banana you unpeel them from their hands in order to free them 

Main activity: 40 minutes  
 
First drill: 

● Put children into groups behind their selected cone. Now set up with a targeting 
area for the ball to go into. Have new obstacles in the way such a size 5 balls and 
cones. Now explain they need to think of ways of how they are going to get the ball 
around these obstacles and demonstrate when needed. Use barriers to make it 
harder  

 
Second drill: making the 15 hole crazy golf course  

● Like last week children will be working in groups but smaller ones. Give them two 
or three holes to work on. Explain this is done as one big class and that they need 
to use balls and cones. Explain we need the ball to be able to go into the target but 
make it harder with an obstacle  

● Get them to do a test run so they can see if it works well.  
 
Third drill: playing the 15 hole crazy golf course  

● Put children into threes who will be going around the course from the starting point. 
They are working their way around the course and recording their results.  

● They must hit the ball only 5 times and take turns in their threes so everyone gets 
a go 

● Give coaching points to the children so they can get better at getting the ball into 
the hole.  

Coaching points: 
● Keep your body steady when hitting the ball 
● Make sure you use hand eye coordination and look where the hole is before 

hitting. 
● Take your time and do not rush the shot  
● Take a breath in before you hit and release as you follow through with the golf club  



Cool down: 5 minutes  
 
Simon says - you will shout Simon says and then get the children perform the action. For 
example Simon says everyone jump on the spot. However trick the children by not saying 
Simon says such as just run around the area. Explain these children would be out or need 
to do a forfeit and they only do the action if they here Simon says.  

 

Debrief and certificates: 
 
Ask questions - what are the ways we can sure we do not get frustrated? How can perfect 
our shot? What can I do to make the course more interesting? What themes can we do?  

 


